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Few trades can equal in their demands upon the human organism
an occupation newly open to the girls and women of our genera-
tion.

-Josephine Goldmark, 1912'

As American labor researcher and reformer Josephine Goldmark issued
this alert regarding the dangers associated with telephone service work, the
American Telephone and Telegraph Company (AT&T 2 ) faced a potentially
devastating dilemma. Having built her corporate image upon the alacrity and
competence of her carefully selected and trained female operating corps, "Ma
Bell" depended upon many thousands of experienced operators to meet the
ever-increasing demand for telephone service in the early twentieth century.3

However, high turnover rates, labor unrest, and growing public concern that
unhealthy working conditions imperiled the companys lady operators threat-
ened AT&T's tenuous existence as an emerging voice communications mo-
nopoly. In order to gain the trust of both the public and the company's women
workers, the managers at AT&T experimented with a number of solutions to
their personnel problems. By far, the most successful was the creation of a
benefit plan and corporate medical department. This innovation embodied
ambivalent if not conflicting goals, including a desire to mold a compliant
and efficient labor force while simultaneously protecting workers' health and
safety. An examination of the first thirty years of AT&T's corporate medical
department sheds considerable light on early twentieth century welfare capi-
talism and its meaning for women workers.4

The inauguration of the AT&T Employee Benefit Plan in 1913 marked
the official beginning of the company's medical department. The plan pro-
vided sickness and disability benefits to injured workers and service pensions
to retiring employees. AT&T was one of the first major corporate employers
to volunteer benefits of this kind in what David Rosner and Gerald Markowitz
have labeled "the compensation era." Between 1900 and 1917, all major in-
dustrial states enacted workmen's compensation laws based on the principle
that injured workers deserved relief. Legislation regulating child labor and
hours of work were also passed. These laws grew out of Progressive era de-
mands for more systematic policies designed to limit the excesses of industrial
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capitalism. By implementing benevolent plans of their own, large corpora-
tions like AT&T sought to influence the course of future labor reform.5

The medical department at AT&T served a number of important func-
tions within the company. First, it played a central role in the administration
of the employee benefit plan. As part of the personnel division, staff physi-
cians performed pre-employment examinations on all prospective employees.
These company doctors saved their employers untold sums of money by screen-
ing out individuals with life-threatening medical conditions or contagious
diseases that could infect other workers. Industrial physicians also imparted
preventive medical advice to insure that a worker's "health is so safeguarded
and maintained that his life as a producing unit is prolonged to the maxi-
mum."6 They handled on-the-job accidents and examined employees return-
ing from prolonged absences to determine the verity of their claims and to
certify their readiness to return to work. These services saved the company
enough money that, in most cases, "a factory doctor's salary costs less than
nothing."7

More critical, however, than saving AT&T money through the proper
administration of the benefit plan was the medical department's role in pro-
moting the company's image as benevolent caretaker of its employees. 8 Be-
cause the spread of wage work for women was the subject of intense national
scrutiny, early twentieth century firms needed to provide evidence that they
were in no way endangering their women employees. The Bell System medi-
cal departments provided this assurance. At a time when AT&T wanted to
appear deserving of its contested position as a private telecommunications
monopoly, rumors of the mistreatment of its telephone operators would have
proved disastrous. Additionally, the medical departments offered the kind of
care and attention that encouraged female employees to stay on the job.

When AT&T President Theodore Vail appointed a committee to design
the Employee Benefit Plan in 1910, women comprised nearly sixty percent of
the employment rolls. As a result, women's health concerns were a primary
focus of the medical department from its opening in 1913. One of the first
tasks it was assigned was to ascertain the cause for the company's unusually
high turnover rate among its telephone operators. Properly trained and expe-
rienced operators were critical to the company's success. Because their opera-
tors spoke directly to the customer to determine the destination of his or her
call, the Bell System needed operators who could project a genteel image. A
brief but revealing experiment with male operators in the 1 870s demonstrated
that young men had neither the proper language nor the patience to be good
operators. Therefore, only educated young women of good character who could
speak clear English and comport themselves in a respectable manner were
hired. Once hired, these young women endured the company's lengthy and
rigorous training sessions that would prepare them to meet each phone call as
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"the voice with a smile." It took several weeks just to train the telephone girls
in the use of tongue, lips, jaws, and posture that would result in proper pro-
nunciation and a tone of eager friendliness. 9

Although there was an abundant supply of young unmarried women
from middle-class and upwardly mobile working-class families available to fill
these positions, the company preferred experienced operators over new re-
cruits since the typical operator reached peak efficiency only after four or five
years on the job. However, very few women stayed with the company that
long. By 1920 only one out of every three telephone operator trainees re-
mained in her position over a year.'0 The highest levels of management at
AT&T contemplated incentives to retain female employees including a sav-
ings fund with preferential interest rates paid to operators. The savings fund,
however, did not appear adequate to convince young women to stay." AT&T
management then turned to the company medical departments for assistance.

Charged with identifying the cause for the high turnover rates among
the Bell System's young female operators, the medical department investi-
gated the health of the "telephone girls." In the course of pre-employment
exams, AT&T physicians noted that poor health among new operators was
often the fault of the young women themselves and could be corrected with
their cooperation. A report submitted to the General Personnel Board sug-
gested that "many of the girls are employed with minor defects, such as poor
teeth, undernourishment, defective vision, overweight, colds, et cetera, which
they might more readily be induced to correct or avoid after a Health Talk."''2

The Health Talk concept was implemented as part of the operators' training
course throughout the various operating companies in the 1 920s. In the 1 930s
AT&T offered a standardized Health Talk at all of the company's Operator
Schools.

Under the aegis of the medical department and its mandatory pre-em-
ployment health inspection, the company was also able to investigate prospec-
tive employees' home living arrangements and thus to determine the character
of the individual. The assumption was that the condition of the domicile and
character were causally related. Women still living with their middle-class par-
ents were the most desirable potential employees. This personal information
was much easier to obtain through a visit from a company representative, such
as one of the company's many visiting nurses. In its 1919 Annual Report,
company officials noted that they hoped to adopt

some practical plan which would assure a closer and more infor-
mal contact between the managing officials and the other employ-
ees than is readily afforded by the regular channels of administra-
tive organization. In these abnormal times... it has seemed more
than ever essential to formulate some plan which would give to the
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management of the companies a more intimate knowledge and
appreciation of the personal problems of the individual employee.'"

Visiting members of the medical department helped put these goals into ac-
tion.

Medical department representatives were also charged with visiting em-
ployees on sick leave to determine if proper medical treatment was being given.
Visits by representatives of the medical department no doubt discouraged
malingerers or those seeking sick benefits without just cause. Western Electric
officials required that "cases lasting beyond a reasonable maximum for the
disease reported should be carefully investigated, by means of personal visits,
examination by specialists, contact between the Medical Department and the
employee's physician, or any other means appropriate in the particular case."
Women employees received a disproportionate number of these visits because
cases among female workers were consistently of longer duration than those
among male employees.' 4

More threatening, however, than the notion that new female hirees might
bring illnesses with them to the job-site was the idea that previously healthy
employees might become sick as a result of their work. Increasing numbers of
government-sponsored reports and independent inquiries looked into the
potential hazards of telephone service work in the early 1900s. Four years
before Fatigue and Efficiency, Josephine Goldmark's landmark study of physi-
ological strain in modern industry, concluded that working for the telephone
company placed prodigious strain on the senses and was disastrous to the
nervous system, the United States Senate resolved to investigate working con-
ditions in the nation's telephone companies. In the report that followed,
Ethelbert Stewart, the Secretary of Commerce and Labor's special agent, noted
that even though the telephone exchanges they investigated were "well housed,
had ample space, were well lighted, and.. .were fairly well ventilated," tele-
phone switching was physically and emotionally damaging. The reaching re-
quired to connect calls at the switchboard caused spinal curvature and the
unusual hours of employment were believed to have deleterious effects upon
digestion. Stewart's report also noted that telephone operators were subject to
considerable abuse from subscribers and were forbidden by company policy
to respond to the verbal attacks.'5

The biggest health risk to the telephone operator herself, according to
this government report, was the damage that would almost certainly be done
to her nervous system. "For the nervous woman, the work is unsuitable, since
the very nature of the work demands self-control and the ability to respond to
sudden periods of rush work."' 6 During typical peak periods, operators manu-
ally connected between 250 and 350 calls per hour. From the moment the
operator noticed a tiny flashing light signalling a subscriber lifted his or her
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receiver from the hook and desired to make a call to the instant the light was
extinguished and needed to be disconnected, the simplest form of telephone
connection required no less than eleven separate processes on the part of the
operator. Toll calls and nickel machine calls involved several additional steps. 7

Operators were also held responsible for changes in subscribers' numbers and
for keeping hand-written records of service calls. Meanwhile, in the prevailing
spirit of scientific management, ever-present supervisors timed and monitored
the speed, politeness, and accuracy with which operators completed calls. Ef-
ficiency records were kept for each operator and were reflected in her pay.18 As
a result, very few operators received what was considered their full pay. In
1910 day operators at AT&T worked an average of nine hours while night
operators in the Bell System reportedly worked fifteen hours per working day.
Overtime was expected, rest periods were infrequent, and seldom could these
women rely upon a regular weekly day for recuperation.s

As a result of their stressful conditions, many of the telephone operators
experienced nervous exhaustion, anxiety, and fainting spells. These symp-
toms became so closely associated with telephone switching that they were
labelled collectively as "telephone shock." Knowing that she had only a few
seconds to answer each signal, the typical operator was "always nervous, al-
ways on edge.. .suffered from headaches, backaches, arm and eye strain. She
knew that at any time she or one of the other operators might faint from
exhaustion and be fired."20 In the midst of a 1907 labor dispute between Bell
Telephone of Canada and its operators in Toronto, physicians testified before
a Royal Commission that "there is no other occupation that I have seen, in
which women may be engaged, that occasions quite the same strain to the
nervous system as this of telephone operating."2" Dr. William Bolton, a promi-
nent physician in Toronto for thirty-one years at the time of his testimony,
claimed that he had often seen nervous hysteria result from the nervous strain
of telephone work. He recounted "a number of cases of young ladies whom I
had known as the physician of the family, before they entered into the tele-
phone service and were apparently healthy, after a length of service in the
telephone office, I had to prescribe for them for various types of nervous de-
bility, and my advice to the majority of them was to discontinue the work."22

Perhaps most worrisome was the testimony of several respected physicians
which suggested, as in the words of Dr. John Noble of Toronto that "I think
that after five years continuous work in the telephone office, with the hours
and under the conditions that are existing there, that she would be disquali-
fied to become a wife and mother. If we are to pile so much work on young
women it will exhibit itself in the future generation."23 These Canadian phy-
sicians agreed that if women were permitted to continue in the service of the
telephone company, they should not do so under the current conditions.
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These were extremely damaging charges in a period in which a woman's
domestic role was glorified and the security of women was equated with the
security of civilization.24 Public opinion would deem such obviously strenu-
ous conditions cruel, especially considering women's perceived proclivity for
nervous disorders. Abraham Myerson, an important psychoanalyst, argued in
The Nervous Housewife that working women suffered from a confusion of
work and social roles. The result of that confusion was an epidemic of neuras-
thenia. Medical literature supported Myerson's claim by noting that "the wear-
ing, incessant cares of overwork, of business anxiety, and the like produce
directly diseases of the nervous system."25 Several court decisions in favor of
women employees suffering from nervous disorders confirmed that compa-
nies would be held accountable for illness resulting from working conditions.
In the 1920s women successfully sued their employers for compensation for
mental illnesses. Courts even rendered decisions in favor of women with per-
sonal backgrounds indicating a susceptibility to "neurotic manifestations." Such
decisions were not surprising in an era noted for protective labor legislation
for women. Working women made advances in labor struggles during the
1920s by cultivating moral outrage against their employers, not by exerting
economic pressure. In numerous cases, the public was their valuable ally by
holding employers responsible for their workers' health.26

AT&T medical department physicians witnessed the impact of stressful
working conditions first-hand as they examined women upon return from
protracted disability leaves. Even at Western Electric, AT&T's manufacturing
branch, ten percent of all sickness and disability cases among women employ-
ees were attributed to neurasthenia and anaemia.27 If it became known to the
general public that the Bell System threatened the health of its operators by
exposing them to such stress, it might have stimulated a demand for the re-
moval of women workers from the workplace. This would have been devastat-
ing to a company so dependent upon them. Public outrage could also have
endangered AT&T's tenuous relationship with the federal government as the
only private telecommunications monopoly.

Although previously a difficult group to organize, telephone operators
were effectively organized between 1912 and 1920 because the rallying cry
had shifted from issues of pay to the humanization of working conditions.2 8

New England Bell learned during a 1919 walkout of telephone operators in
Boston that in highly publicized disputes between the company and its opera-
tors, the public would wholeheartedly champion the women's cause.29 AT&T
could ill-afford much publicity regarding the potentially dangerous working
conditions at its switchboards.

The medical department participated in a solution to the telephone shock
dilemma that proved acceptable to a good many of its operators and kept the
issue from garnering much adverse publicity. Medical and self-help literature
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suggested that rest and repose would yield a private restoration of the self's
resources.30 The Bell System installed lounges they referred to as "rest rooms"
where its women employees could spend their lunch breaks and relax during
requested rest periods. The medical department then carried this concept a
step further.31 Believing that only after a supervised program of rest and isola-
tion could victims of telephone shock return to work, AT&T acquired several
company rest homes dedicated to the recuperation of its "traffic girls," or tele-
phone operators.

At a 1926 General Health Course for women, a personnel director re-
counted the need for the purchase of company rest homes.

We found a great many of our girls suffering from no particular
ailment, no organic disease, but a general run down condition re-
quiring not so much medication, but a correction of habits of life,
a proper amount of sunshine, food and rest, and what is perhaps
more important, a proper view of life which could only be secured
by taking them away from their customary environments and get-
ting them into some such place as this... .That led to the conclu-
sion that a rest home, conducted by the Company, not as a com-
mercial enterprise but as a means of maintaining health, was justi-
fied.32

Comments such as these subtly deflected blame for their poor health from the
company and placed it on the employees themselves. By removing telephone
shock victims from their respective homes and work environments, parents
and operators were spared the sight of their daughters' and coworkers' suffer-
ing. Medical department physicians accompanied afflicted operators to the
rest homes and supervised the care of the recovering operators during their
stay.

There is evidence to suggest that the stricken operators found the rest
home experience enjoyable. Company newsletters reported the well-attended
reunions of women who had been sent to rest homes to recover.

A reunion of all the employees who had sojourned at Cottage Green,
Sunnycrest, Mendham, Brown's Mills and Devitt's Camp was held
at Cottage Green, PA. The hostess, Miss Julia Connelly, had sent
invitations to all the girls of the local company and the Long Lines
who had been sent to various rest homes to recuperate and regain
their health after serious illnesses'....As the girls walked in this gar-
den, many remarks were made about the benefit they derived from
their stay in the rest homes... .The happy, smiling faces seemed to
support a remark which was heard in the distance that 'These groups
represent an actual gain of two tons in weight.' 33
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A reunion the year before attracted over two hundred telephone company
girls.34 The willingness of previous rest home patients to return there and com-
memorate their experience suggests that these women welcomed and enjoyed
their company-sponsored, paid period of recuperation.

A health study by AT&T Health Director Dr. Leverett Bristol suggests
that more women employees turned nervous disorder diagnoses into protracted
leaves of absence than the company desired. In 1940, company officials rec-
ommended that "the Company medical department should be more and more
strict, through consultation and follow-up with the employee's physician, be-
fore accepting such 'diagnoses' as nervous asthenia, nervous debility, nervous
exhaustion, nervous fatigue, nervous breakdown, or nervous prostration." 35

He also recommended the addition of a physician with special training in
nervous and mental disorders to the medical department staff to closely moni-
tor these cases. Although it is impossible to ascertain whether women were
actually suffering from nervous exhaustion or were simply taking advantage of
Employee Benefit Plan provisions to enjoy a few days away from their busy
work schedules, there is clear evidence that large numbers of women partici-
pated.

AT&T women responded favorably to medical department programs
because the department addressed some of their specific needs and interests.
After World War I record numbers of married women worked for AT&T.
Fifteen to thirty-five percent of the telephone operators after the war, as op-
posed to two or three percent before, were either married, widowed, or di-
vorced.36 At first, company officials were concerned about the "married women
in industry problem," but as the company grew to value its married women
employees the medical department reoriented its programs to address their
needs.

Before the war, health talks delivered at operator training sessions dis-
cussed only the health of the operators themselves. After the war the company
offered a Women's General Health Course which trained women how to care
for themselves and for others. It provided detailed instruction in the emer-
gency care of minor illnesses and injuries, the principles of hygiene, nutrition,
exercise, and methods for care of sick in the home. Meanwhile, in separate
sessions male employees received training in accident prevention and first aid.
Reflecting a larger national movement which upheld household labor as a
woman's primary work, the General Health Course recognized the dual re-
sponsibilities of married working women.

More important than the content of the General Health Course was the
manner in which it was designed. Female representatives from all the operat-
ing companies and manufacturing departments were brought together annu-
ally and trained as health course instructors. After the training session they
returned to their respective workplaces to instruct other women. Health in-
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struction was one of the only leadership opportunities women employees had
in the early twentieth century Bell System. The course was a tremendous suc-
cess among married and single women employees. Within ten years of the
first women's General Health Course, 150,000 women completed it, and seven
thousand then took subsequent courses in advanced first aid and nutrition. 37

A similar approach was utilized a decade later when the medical depart-
ment endorsed the "Design for Living" program. By the late 1930s the jobs of
most female AT&T employees were no less monotonous or demanding than
a decade or two before.38 The proportion of mental health cases handled by
company doctors had risen to twenty-five percent of all employees.39 Because
the medical and personnel departments had no power to change the working
conditions of the employees, they sought to alleviate the mental health prob-
lems of the company's employees a different way. Essentially, they helped fe-
male employees "get a hobby" to offset the stress and boredom experienced in
their everyday lives. Medical department director Dr. Melville Manson of-
fered a detailed rationale.

Through Design for Living may be developed a more nearly self-
sufficient person, free from the frustrations and emotional imbal-
ances which, we recognize today, contribute seriously to many ill-
nesses. We in the medical field believe that personnel activities
such as Miss Boden describes are an integral and important part of
a program of preventive medicine which should be our greatest
contribution to the business.40

The programs once again were led by female employees and involved meeting
in small groups to discuss topics including appearance, etiquette, entertain-
ing, conversation, speech, reading, home planning and decorating, money
management, vacations, and travel. During the program's first three years,
11,000 women participated in Design for Living. By 1948,400,000 had com-
pleted the program. The program offered an outlet for those employees "whose
expression has been bogged down in what it is now fashionable to call frustra-
tion." Therefore, it served the dual purpose of cultivating good relations with
female employees and relieving some of the stresses believed responsible for
mental and emotional illnesses.41

AT&T management learned from the famous Hawthorne Studies42 con-
ducted within its Western Electric manufacturing division in the mid-1920s
that informal social organization among employees was sufficiently potent to
regulate group behavior. Commenting on findings from the Hawthorne
project, personnel expert Ordway Tead suggested that it was in management's
best interests to try to control informal organization among employees and to
reorient their thinking along more "constructive" lines.43 AT&T did this quite
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effectively among its female employees by training carefully selected Women's
General Health Course or Design for Living instructors and then sending
them back to organize groups within their respective workplaces. Labor his-
torian Sharon Strom agrees that company welfare programs such as these were
quite useful in molding appropriate workplace behavior." From the Bell
System's perspective, company-sponsored employee groups were highly pref-
erable to groups organized by union leaders or disgruntled employees.

AT&T also learned from the Hawthorne experiments that the allevia-

tion of emotional strain through one-on-one counseling resulted in increased
production. Social scientists who interviewed Western Electric employees dis-
covered that by giving individual employees the opportunity to discuss any-
thing they wanted, "a feeling of confidence on the part of the employees was
stimulated, an 'emotional release' was experienced by many employees, and
others gained a 'feeling of recognition."'45 This practice yielded happier, more
productive employees. Employees were encouraged, after the studies at
Hawthorne ended and in other divisions of the Bell System, to discuss per-
sonal problems with medical department personnel and full-time counselors.
Medical department staff members and in-house counselors were AT&T em-
ployees. Counselors were selected from the ranks of the workers because they
were well-liked, not because of specialized training or educational background.
They were instructed to deal "with attitudes towards problems, not the prob-
lems themselves" and were to "dilute or redirect dissatisfaction by helping the
employees to think along 'constructive' lines." Between 1936 and 1955, over
a half million of these interviews took place throughout the Bell System.46

Conclusion
AT&T Health Director Leverett Bristol noted the dual responsibility of

company doctors when he suggested that "the physician working in an indus-
trial organization not only should be highly qualified from a professional stand-
point but that he should also be a 'good personnel man."' 47 The function of
the early medical department at AT&T was as much, if not more, economic
as humanitarian. Nevertheless, the medical department played an important
role in addressing the needs of women employees between 1913 and World
War II.

During a period in which Americans relied increasingly upon profes-
sionals to address society's problems, physicians in the AT&T medical depart-
ments served as credible caretakers of the company's female telephone opera-
tors and industrial workers. The presence of the company doctor made women's
participation in the paid workforce more acceptable. This was crucial to a
company which relied upon an abundant supply of educated, native-born
women workers and built its corporate image upon them. [See illustration on
back cover] Even after AT&T began the shift to automatic switching technol-
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ogy in the early 1 920s, it employed many thousands of women as operators
and industrial workers and ran advertisements celebrating the friendly reliable
service provided by these women.

AT&T learned in the early decades of this century that a company that
appeared sensitive to its employees' problems obtained a better output from
them. Working conditions and personal problems created occasional, if not
continuous, emotional strain but alleviation of such strain resulted in increased
production. These lessons were not lost on the medical department at AT&T.
The company rest homes and Design for Living programs were utilized to
relieve, directly and indirectly, the stress on female employees. The General
Health Course gave women a rare leadership opportunity and attested to the
medical department's interest in the dual responsibilities of its married work-
ers. From participation statistics, it can be inferred that AT&T women did
not hold these efforts in contempt.

One might reasonably question why these women did not resist medical
department intervention into their lives. However, in an era when trade union-
ists opposed female participation in their unions or at best, organized them
into segregated locals, women were pleased to have their needs as workers
addressed. Only one of the mutual benefit societies that preceded the Em-
ployee Benefit Plan in the Bell System allowed women to participate and re-
ceive benefits. Thus, in one respect, the medical department at AT&T was
effective in gaining acceptance for the women workers.

Overall, however, the medical department's efforts can only be seen as a
partial success. While physicians did identify diseases such as tuberculosis in
stages early enough to be treated during periodic examinations, few women
took advantage of the company's optional periodic exams.48 Those with seri-
ous diseases uncovered during pre-employment exams were probably turned
away at the company gate. Concerns about the nervous disorders of women
overshadowed all other potential medical needs. Even though AT&T was
among the nation's largest employers of women since the late nineteenth cen-
tury, a part-time physician specializing in gynecology was not added to the
Long Lines medical staff until the 1960s.

While it is important to consider the strengths and weaknesses of the
medical departments at AT&T in the early twentieth century, it is more criti-
cal that we understand the purpose these departments were designed to serve
in the American corporation. As AT&T struggled to meet the increasing de-
mand for telephone service, the volume of calls coming through company
switchboards and the orders for telephone equipment soared. Rather than
reducing the stress caused by hectic working conditions, AT&T hired a medi-
cal staff to treat it. Through representatives of the medical staff, company
officials gathered personal data on their employees which otherwise would
have been off-limits. Because company officials believed that they could not
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function without respectable American women, the medical department le-
gitimated the presence of women in the workplace. By studying how AT&T

addressed public concerns regarding working women, we learn a great deal
about how the public and the company perceived women in the modern
workforce.

Notes
The author thanks Jill Anderson, Gerald Grob, Philip Pauly, Lisa Phillips,

and the Pennsylvania State University Labor History Workshop participants,
for their comments on earlier drafts of this article. Portions of this paper were
presented at the 1996 annual meeting of the American Association of Histori-
ans of Medicine in Buffalo, New York.

"ACA" below refers to the AT&T Corporate Archives in Warren, New
Jersey, where AT&T's medical department records are currently on deposit.
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